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Abstract 
In this paper, we summarize previous known results on P5-free minimal imperfect graphs 
(i.e. minimal imperfect graphs not containing a path on 5 vertices as induced subgraph) and WC 
introduce two new classes of graphs (defined by a local property) that contain P<-free graphs. 
Next. we show that most of the results concerning Pi-free graphs can be extended to these 
classes. Moreover, we present a structural character-ization of these graphs which leads to some 
new results. In particular, we pl-ove that the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture holds true for 
&-free and F-free graphs where F is any connected configuration on 5 vertices not containing 
an induced 2Kz. 0 1999 Elsevicr Scicncc B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
A graph is peyfkt if the vertices of any induced subgraph H can be colored, in buch 
a way that no two adjacent vertices receive the same color, with a number of colors 
(denoted by x(H)) not exceeding the cardinality co(H) of a maximum clique of N. 
A graph is nliniw& irr~per:fect if all its proper induced subgraphs are perfect but it 
is not. In particular, CO(G) + 1 = X(G) for G minimal imperfect. All the notions not 
defined here may be found in [4]. 
It is an easy task to cheek that an odd chordless cycle of length at least five (usually 
called a /XI/~), as well as its complement (usually called an anti-holr) are minimal 
Imperfect graphs. 
This remark and some early results concerning perfect graphs determined Berge [3] 
to formulate the following two conjectures (known as the Strong and the Weak Perfect 
Graph Conjecture) 
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(SPGC) A graph is perfect if and only if it does not contain an odd hole or an 
odd anti-hole as an induced subgruph. 
( WPGC) A graph is perfect if and only iJ’ its complement is perfect. 
A classical way to approach SPGC is to consider classes of graphs defined by for- 
bidden configurations. In particular, if F is a four-vertex graph, the conjecture has been 
shown to hold true for F-free graphs in almost all cases, except when F is either a cycle 
on four vertices (C,) or its complement (2K2). In this paper, we are interested in the 
class of Ps-free graphs, which is larger than 2K2-free graphs, and we will mainly show: 
Theorem 1. SPGC holds for the (Ps,F)-fire graphs whenever F is any connected 
conjiguration on jive vertices not containing an induced 2K2. 
We recall that there exists exactly 21 connected graphs on 5 vertices; those graphs 
are displayed in Fig. 1. Note that the only two configurations containing a 2Kz are FI 
and F2, and remark that proving SPGC for one of them would prove that a Ps-free 
minimal imperfect Berge graph must contain a 2K2 and therefore that SPGC is true 
for 2K2-free graphs. 
First note that SPGC is already known to hold for several classes of F-free graphs: 
when F is a bull (an FIN), see [ll], a durt (an Fg) see [36], a chair (an Hi) and a 
co-chair (an Fla) see [32]. 
Moreover, SPGC is also known to hold for certain classes of (PS,F)-free graphs: 
when F is an Fs, an Fe, or a P5 this follows from a result due to Hayward [17] on 
Murky graphs (i.e. on graphs that contain no C,, no Pg and no p6), when F is an F12 
this follows from a result due to Olariu [29] on Pan-jree gruphs (i.e. on graphs that 
contain no induced subgraph isomorphic to a k-pan, k 24, where a k-pan is composed 
from a chordless cycle Ck on k vertices and a vertex a outside Ck which is adjacent to 
exactly one vertex of Ck), while Maffray and Preissmann [21] have shown that SPGC 
holds for (P5, KS )-free graphs. 
Thus there remains eight F’s for which the theorem must be proved. As a matter 
of fact we will prove some stronger results; for instance we will prove that both 
(Ps, KI,d)-free and (Ps, F’)-free graphs (where F’ is the complete join of P2 + PI with 
a 3-stable set) satisfy SPGC. 
2. Minimal imperfect graphs 
While the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture is still unsettled, the Weak Perfect Graph 
Conjecture is an easy consequence of the following theorem of Lovasz [ 191: 
Theorem 2 (The Perfect Graph Theorem). A graph G = (V, E) is perfect zf and only 
tf for every induced subgraph H of G the following inequality holds: 
o(H).sc(H)> IHI. 
. 
FlO* FII FI? * 
I I 
K5 f K5-c HI + 
Fig. I. The 21 connected configurations on 5 vertices (SPGC is knomm to hold for (Pi. F)-firce gtxph\. 
whew F is any of the configurations labeled wth a star) 
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One can deduce from this theorem [ 19,3 11, that in a minimal imperfect graph G, (n= 
I JW)I 1, 
(1) n = u.0 + 1, 
(2) for every vertex 2: E V(G) G - L’ has a unique partition into GI o-cliques (i.e. a 
clique of size IX) and a unique partition into (u cc-stable sets. 
(3) each vertex of G is in exactly 31 cc-stable sets and in exactly co w-cliques. 
(4) for every a-stable set S of G, there is a unique o-clique Q(s) of G such that 
S n Q(S) = 0; for every o-clique Q of G, there is a unique r-stable set S(Q) of C 
such that Q n S(Q) = 8. 
Bland et al. [7] defined a graph to be partitionable if there exist two integers X, w 3 2 
such that ( 1) and (2) hold. Further refinements along this line are due to Padberg [3 11. 
We only need the following property: 
Proposition 3. In a minimal imperjkct graph G, given two vertices u und v, there 
exists an w-clique contuining u and not containing c. 
Proof. Use property (2) of a minimal imperfect graph. q 
Two of the most useful graphical properties of minimal imperfect graphs were found 
by Meyniel, Bertschi and Reed, Fonlupt and Uhry, and Chvatal. To describe their results 
we need recall a few definitions. Two nonadjacent vertices X, y form an even pair if 
all chordless paths joining x to y have an even number of edges. A set C of vertices 
of a graph G is called a star-cuts& if G - C is disconnected and in C there is a vertex 
x adjacent to all other vertices of C. 
Lemma 4 (Meyniel[25]; Bertschi and Reed [5,6]; Fonlupt and Uhry [ 131). No minimal 
imperjkct graph contuins un even pair. 
Lemma 5 (V. Chvatal [8] - Star-cutset lemma). No minimal impeyfect graph contains 
a star-c&set. 
Moreover, one can extend star-cutset lemma for any partitionable graph (see Maire’s 
Ph.D. Thesis [23] for a proof of this fact). 
We denote by No(x) the set of vertices of G adjacent to X; when there can be 
no confusion we shall write N(x) = NC(X)_ Lemma 5 implies that if G is minimal 
imperfect then the graph induced by V - (L> + N(a)), for every u in V, must be 
connected. Moreover, Gallai [15] (see also [26,27,30]) has shown that ivy) induces a 
connected subgraph of G (otherwise, {v} U NG( v) induces a star cutset in G). A graph 
is called Berye if it contains no odd hole and no odd antihole. 
Let G = ( V, E) be a minima1 imperfect graph and let u, 21 be two nonadjacent vertices 
of G. We denote by G + uv the graph (V, E u {(u, 0))) and one says that u,v is a 
co-critical pair if a(G + uv) = w(G) + 1. If uu is an edge of G and cc(G - uv) = 
K(G) + I, uv is said to be a c’riticrrl edge. 
Meyniel [24] proved that a graph is perfect if each of its odd cycles with at least five 
vertices contains at least two chords. Nowadays, these graphs are known as M~~~xic,l 
graphs. We can remark that if G is a Meyniel graph then the complement G of G does 
not contain a PS (otherwise G would contains a Ps). Therefore, the class of P5-t’ree 
graphs contains the class of co-Meyniel graphs. Hence, proving SPGC for P?-free 
graphs would be a generalization of Meyniel’s theorem. 
Before studying Ps-free graphs, we shall recall some known results on 2Kz-fret 
graphs. In [33] SebG conjectures that every minimal imperfect graph contains a,fbrr,ir?<l 
(i.e. two rj,-cliques with (1) - 1 vertices in common) moreover if G contains a forcing 
then ?? contains a critical edge and therefore, if this conjecture is true, the following 
theorem implies SPGC for nowdirrd 2Kl-free graphs (i.e. ZKZ-free graphs such that 
every edge belongs to some w-clique). 
Following De Simone and Gallucio [12], we shall say that two nonadjacent vertices 
.Y, J’ in a graph G are uitnessrs if every other vertex is adjacent to at least one of 
them. This implies, in particular, that in G the edge xx belongs to no triangle. In [ 121 
De Simone and Gallucio prove: 
Theorem 9 (De Simone and Gallucio [ 12]:). SPGC’ is two [jf mqT tuinimc// /ttJ/Jf’I~fW~ 
ytupph or it.r cmipltwtwt has m rdcy thrrt hrlon~~s to Tao trian~glc. 
This theorem provides an alternative way of proving the validity of SPGC for 
special classes of graphs. Indeed, it suffices to choose a graph F and to show that 
every minimal imperfect Berge graph that contains F has one of the following prop- 
erties: 
l G has an edge e that belongs to no triangle such that G - c is F-free. 
l G has an edge e that belongs to no triangle such that ?? - c is F-free. 
Let G be a 2Kl-free Berge graph, it is easy to see that the graph G’ obtained from 
G by adding an edge between two witnesses is still 2K2-free. Hence, to show that 
2K2-free Berge graphs are perfect, we only need to show that every such graph has 
two witnesses. 
14 
Fig. 2. The graph H. 
Theorem 10 (De Simone and Gallucio [12]). Let G be a 2K2-jke minimal imperjkt 
Berge graph. If G does not contain the gruph H in Fig. 2, &m it has two witnesses. 
Corollary 11 (De Simone and Gallucio [ 121). Every 2Kz-jk and H-free Berge graph 
is peyfkct. 
In [20] Lubiw conjectures that in a minimal imperfect Berge graph the subgraph 
induced by the neighbourhood of any vertex is connected. In [23, Ch. 81 Maire proves 
this conjecture for 2K2-free graphs. 
Theorem 12 (Maire [23]). Let G be a 2Kl-jive rnin~~~~~~ imprrjkct Berge gruph, then 
the neighbourhood of any vertex is connected. 
We shall see that for P5-free graphs this conjecture is also true, in fact, we will 
prove a stronger statement. 
3. On IPs and MP5 graphs 
Let G = (V,E) be a graph and let v E V(G). We say that v is Mid P5 if there exist 
four other vertices a, b, c and d in V(G) such that ahvcd induces a P5 in G. We say 
that 2: is Znt P5 if there exists a Ps such that L’ is an internal vertex of this P5 (i.e. 
if we denote this Ps by ahcde, then I? E Pj and v # a,e). A graph is said to be IPs 
(resp. MPj) if there exists, in G, a vertex c’ which is not Int P5 (resp. not Mid Ps); 
note that we have the following inclusions: 
P5-free C IPs 2 MP5. 
Theorem 13. Let G he a Cs-free partitionahle graph, then jbr every vertex 1: E V(G), 
which is not Mid Pg, the subgrffph induced 62) NG(c) is connected. 
This theorem leads to a structural characterization of G ~ 2:. Let u be a vertex of G 
and let A+‘(c) = A4 = {U E V ( u # v,ur $ E}. We denote by .//(\v), for 11’ E N(r). the 
subset M n NG(w). 
Theorem 14. Lcf G = (V, E) he u Cj;frtjc purtitionuhie yruph. ,fiw ax~ry wrtrs r F I 
.c~rcA that 1% is mt Mid Pg, one has u partition c?f’ V(G) in 
I’, Iv. Y. and A4 
This theorem can be used to answer a conjecture due to Hating [ 181 in the cast of 
Pj-free graphs. 
Conjecture 18 (HoBng [ 181). Let .y and y br tlro vertices of’ N nlinimul impcrfivt 
(Ji’Upph G \ixith to(Gj>3. Then in G ~ xy there is N cho~&~.rs puth of’ kqtl1 tji.0 
hwing s uml ,1’ us endpoints. 
We can see that this conjecture holds true if x or J’ are not Mid fs. Indeed, if 
.YJ’ 6 E. then such a path exists using EJ E N(x) and if XJ’ E E, since IN( 22 
(because (1133) and since N(x) induces a connected subgraph of G there exists a 
vertex u such that xuy induces the desired path. 
Corollary 16 (Odd pair conjecture on Ps-free graphs ). No P5Tfkc minir,luI inlpcryfkt 
Beryr yruph contains un odd pair (i.e. two crrtices 111, ~12 qf’ LI qruph G styli thrrt (t/I 
chordkss puths of’ G - u1 u2 hucr an odd numhrr of‘ ed~qc.s). 
We can also deduce from this structure the following relations: 
Theorem 17. Let G be u minimal impe/$c~t BHYJ~ qruph; thtw ,fi)r rwy~ rcrtc.v I‘ 
V(G) .such thut r is not Mid P5 one bus 
. d(r)ax + (‘1 - 1. 
. d(v)a2(r - 1). 
Remark 18. Sebii [34] has shown that in a minimal imperfect graph G, for all minimal 
cutset C of C, one has 
and has conjectured that in a minimal imperfect graph, there exists a vertex of degree 
2(9 - 2. 
We will prove that, for (P5, C’s)-free graphs, this conjecture is equivalent to SKC. 
First, we can remark that in an odd hole or an odd anti-hole, every vertex is of degree 
2tu ~ 2. Then, we show that 
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Theorem 19. Let G be a Cs-free purtitionable graph. If there exists a vertex v which 
is not Int P5 and such that d(v) = 2w - 2 then G rv C,,+l. 
Theorem 14 also gives some informations on the structure of the subgraph induced 
by the neighbourhood of any vertex. 
Theorem 20. Let G be a Cs-jree minimal imperfect graph. If there exists a vertex v 
which is not Mid Ps and such that No(v) induces u split graph (i.e. a graph whose 
vertex set can be partitioned into a maximal clique and a stable set), then G ‘v G. 
We know that, in a minimal imperfect graph, the neighbourhood of any vertex 
induces a minimal cutset. In [9] Chvatal proposes the following conjecture: 
Conjecture 21. Every minimal imperfect Berge grtiph G has the following properties: 
(1) For each cutset C of G, the subgruph of G induced by C is connected. 
(2) For euch cutset C of G, the subgruph of G induced by C contains a Pd. 
In [2] we have proved this conjecture for Ps-free graphs, 
Theorem 22 (Barre and Fouquet [2]). Let G be u (Ps,Cs)-free minimal imperfect 
graph and let C be a minimal cutset of G; then, 
a C induces a connected subgraph of G, 
l C contains a P4. 
The preceding theorem shows that a minimal cutset, in a (Ps, Cs)-free minimal im- 
perfect graph, cannot be Pg-free. We shall see now that such a minimal cutset cannot 
belong to a particular class of graphs containing Pd-free graphs. 
We call complete join of two (vertex disjoint) graphs A = (VA, EA) and B = (Vs, EB) 
the graph with the vertex set VA U V, and edge set EA U Es U {ab 1 a E I/A, b E Vs}. 
Seinsche [3.5] has shown that Pd-free graphs can be constructed by complete join 
and disjoint union from isolated vertices. From this characterization, we shall define a 
new class of graphs; as a matter of fact we shall replace isolated vertices by a new 
family (called B*) containing them. Let g be the family of bipartite graphs (containing 
isolated vertices) and let B* be the family defined by 
. @cc* 
l VGi, Gl E 9*, the complete join and the disjoint union of Gr and Cl are in %J*. 
Gallai [15] (see also [26,27,30]) proved that, for each vertex v in a minimal imperfect 
graph G, the neighbourhood of v induces a connected subgraph of the complement of 
G; hence if N(v) E a’* we have N(v) disconnected or N(u) induces a bipartite graph 
(this last case is impossible if G is Berge since this implies that o(G) = 3 and Tucker 
[37] has shown that SPGC is true for Kd-free graphs). 
Therefore, if Lubiw’s conjecture (in G minimal imperfect and Berge, ‘dv E V(G), N(v) 
is connected [20]) is true, for each vertex v of G we have N(v) 6 B*. Remark that 
if we define g’,* as g* where &3$ if the family of graphs which are either bipartite or 
split, for the same reason as before and since N(c) cannot induces a split graph. we 
have: Let G he a minimal imperjkt Brrge graph untl let I’ he u wrtrs I\~hic*h i.s not 
Mid Ps. then N(c) $! .&F. 
For /‘s-free graphs we have a stronger result: 
Theorem 23 (Barr& and Fouquet [2]). Lrt G he u Psyfke minimul impcJ~fkt Bcrcgc 
qruph and let c’ he u minimal cutset of G. then C $! ./A*. 
Lastly, to end our review of the properties of P!-free (2K2-free) minimal imperfect 
graphs. we have the following two results: 
Theorem 24. Let G he a minimol impwfkct 2K2Yfrrr yxph und let H hc u .vuh~gruph 
of’ G, oj .vizr ut most w and hamilton c.onnrc’ted Then there rsixts u Humiltoniun 
c~dr in G that extmds any Humiltoniun puth in H. 
Therefore, if we take for H any m-clique of G, then we can always find a Hamil- 
tonian cycle such that all the vertices from H are consecutive on this cycle. For Mf5 
graphs we have: 
Theorem 25. Let G he a Cs-j&e minimal imprrji~ct MPs gruph, let 1’ E V(G) (I’ tzot 
Mid Ps) und let KI,K~, . . , K, he the partition of’ G - I’ in xtn-cliques. Then thrrr 
exists a Humiltonian cyclr oj’ G such thut euch wcliqur K, has its crrtice.v conswutirc 
on this t:vcle. 
4. On some (Ps, F)-free graphs 
Another way to study P5-free minimal imperfect graphs is to consider Ps-free graphs 
that do not contain some configurations on 5 (or more) vertices as induced subgraph. 
Here, we shall consider all the connected configurations on 5 vertices not containing an 
induced 2K2 and we shall see that SPGC is true for those graphs. We recall that there 
exists exactly 2 1 connected graphs on 5 vertices; those graphs are displayed in Fig. I. 
Theorem 26 (De Simone and Gallucio [ 121). Let G he u Bergr gruph not contuininq 
un Hi (called u chair) or an Hz (see Fig. 3) us induucw’ subgraph, then G is pcryfi~ct. 
Corollary 27 (Olariu [28] and HoBng [IS]). A Brryc> yruph i.s peyfkt jf’ it contuins 
no P5 und no HI. 
Theorem 28. Lrt G be u Bergr gruph \t?th no P5 und no Flo (i.e. no anti-chair). then 
G is prrfkt. 
In fact, these two results are corollaries of the following more general theorem due 
to Sassano. 
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HI H2 
Fig. 3. HI and Hz. 
Theorem 29 (Sassano [32]). Chair-free Berge graphs are perfect. 
Applying the same technique as in [ 181, we obtain 
Theorem 30. A Berge graph is perfect if it contains no P5 and no Fll. 
One can remark that this result can be derived from a theorem due to Olariu; indeed, 
it is easy to see that a (Ps, Flz)-free Berge graph is pan-free and Olariu proves 
Theorem 31 (Olariu [28]). SPGC holds true for pan-free graphs. 
Theorem 32. Let G be a Berge graph with no P5 and no F14, then G is perjkt. 
Some theorems of this type can be derived from the structural characterization of 
Ps-free minimal imperfect graph (Theorem 14). 
Theorem 33. Every Ps-free and (KS - e)-free Berge graph is perfect. 
Theorem 34. Let G be a MP5 minimal imperjkct Berge graph; then G contains a 
Kz.~. Moreover every vertex c oj’ G w’hich is not Mid Ps is in the stable set of size 
2 of a K2.%. 
Corollary 35 (De Simone and Gallucio [12]). A Berge graph is perfect ij’it contains 
no PS and no K2.3 (denoted by FI I ). 
Tucker [37] proved that Kd-free graphs satisfy SPGC, therefore any minimal imper- 
fect Berge graph G is such that o(G) 3 4. Moreover, by the Perfect Graph Theorem, 
we can suppose that #x(G) 3 4 and then 
Corollary 36. A MPS Beryr ymph is pwfkct [f’ if contains no F,s 
In the case of Ps-free graphs, Maffray and Preissmann have shown that we can 
suppose W(G) > 5; we shall extend their result to IP> graphs. 
One fact in [21] leads to the following theorem. 
Now, let us recall a theorem due to Hayward. A graph is said to be 1I4ur.k.1, if neither 
the graph nor its complement contains a C, or a P(,. 
Theorem 40 (Hayward [ 171). Murk!, ~~,wphs IHYJ prrfi>ct. 
Since the complement of a Ph contains an F5, an F6 and a P5 as induced subgraphs. 
this theorem implies the perfection of Berge graphs either with no Ps and no F-i. or 
with no PC and no c (see [14] for a characterization of such graphs), or with no Pi 
and no F6 (see also Corollary 43). 
In this last case. we have a stronger result. 
Note that we will look into configuration F, in the next section, before the proof 
of Theorem 28. So, we have proved our main theorem. Theorem I. SPGC’ holds 
for (Pg, F )-f&v graphs ~#~enewr F is crn~’ cm~wc.teci co$i~quru~ion on 5 rer’tiws mf 
con fahing WI irzdzmd 2Kl. 
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5. The proofs 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph and let 2: E V. For every vertex M’ E N(v) we denote by 
J%(W) the subset of vertices, neighbours of w, which are not in u + N(v) and for a 
subset Y of V we write NY(U) = N(U) f~ Y. 
Lemma 46. Let G he a Cs-free graph, let v E V such thut v is not Mid P5 und 
let x, y E N(v) such that xy @E; then A’(x) C A!‘(y) or A’(y) 2 MA’ (iJ’ A’(x) and 
:M(y) are nonempty). 
Proof. Suppose that there exist X, y E N(v) contradicting the hypothesis. So, there exist 
two vertices a E ./g(x)\ J&‘( y) and b E .Af(y)\.A(x) such that {a,~, v. y, 6) induces a 
Ps or a Cs, a contradiction. 0 
Assume that G is a partitionable graph and let 5’1,. , S,,, be the partition of G - v 
in o z-stable sets. One can remark that for every vertex x in N(U), one has J&‘(X) 
non-empty (since G has no star-cutsets). We write Ni = N(r) n S, and A4; = S, \ N(u). 
Lemma 47 (Tucker [3 11). vi, j (1 <i, j < LU, i # ,j) G[Si U S,] induces LI connected bi- 
partite graph. 
The following lemma, which appear in [21] for Ps-free graphs, can be extended to 
IPs graphs and will be frequently used. 
Lemma 48. Let G be CS-free and assume that v is not Int Pg. If there exists an 
edge ab with a E A4; and b E Mj (i # j), then every vertex of Ni is adjacent to every 
vertex of' Nj. 
Proof. Let G be a C5-free partitionable graph, let a,b be as in the hypothesis and 
suppose that N, U Nj does not induce a complete bipartite subgraph. We can remark 
that ‘di, Ni # 8; otherwise {u} U M, would induce an (r + 1 )-stable set. Let xy be 
a non-edge in N; U Nj, by Lemma 47 there exists a shortest path P joining {a, b} to 
{x, y}, we choose the vertices a and b minimizing the distance between {a, b} and 
{x, y} (i.e. minimizing the length of P). Without loss of generality we may assume 
that one of the extremities of P is a, and then b @ P. Let 6’ be the vertex that 
follow a on P, then 6’ E Nj otherwise the edge ah’ would contradict the choice of 
{a, 6). 
Case 1. b’= y: We know that xa 6 E which implies that ./H(x) C ,&‘(y) (Lemma 46) 
and, in particular, xb # E. But then bayvx induces a P5 containing v as an internal 
vertex, a contradiction. 
Case 2. b’ # y: By the minimality of P, we have ay # E and then bablvy induces 
a Ps that contains v as an internal vertex, a contradiction. 0 
Now, we shall recall some properties of P5-free connected bipartite graphs. Let B 
be such a graph on V = VI U Vz and let x E. 1’1. we denote by ,Vz(_x) the neighbourhood 
of x in 1’2. The following three properties are equivalent: 
( 1 ) VX,S’ E 11~1, Nz(.x) C N?(2) or N:(.r’) C N?(X). 
(2) 5 contains no induced P5. 
(3) V_I,,J.’ E 1’2, Nt(~,)cNr(~a’) or Nr(y’)CNr(~s). 
In particular, this implies that there exists a vertex ~1 E C’r (resp. 1’2 t 1’2 ) such that 
Nz( 2-1 ) = C’? (resp. Nr (r~ ) = VI ), the edge cl 1’1 is called a hi-utziwtxt~ edge of B. 
Proof of Theorem 13. Let G be a CT-free partitionable graph, let c E V(G) which is 
not Mid Ps and suppose that NG(L.) is not connected. Let X and Y be two connected 
components of N(r) and let M’ t X C; Y be such that N(n,) is maximal for inclusion 
(Lemma 46). One can suppose that IV t X, then ‘do E Y, ./i(y) G //(M.) and 11’ t i‘ 
+ N(u-) induces a star-cutset as soon as one of the following three properties is 
satisfied 
0 X # { n}, 
0 hf ~ ii/ # lil. 
l there exists a third connected component Y’ in N(r). 
So, suppose that none of these properties is satisfied. We claim that no vertex in 1’ can 
be adjacent to all the other vertices in Y. Otherwise. let J t Y be such a vertex, if (‘1>3 
any c+clique containing z: must intersect Y and thus must contain I’. which contradicts 
Property 3, and if (.!I = 2 it is not dithcult to check that G 2 Cg, a contradiction. 
Now, let _I’ t Y such that <#(,v) is maximal for inclusion and let Y’ = Y \ ( {_I.} 
+ N,,(T)), then Y’#@ and Vy’ E Y’, N(.L.‘) 2. N(y). Therefore J‘+ ~+.wr(~*)-t N( 1,) 
induces a star disconnecting M’ and Y’, a contradiction. n 
Proof of Theorem 14. Since G is a Cj-free partitionable graph and r E t’(G) is not 
Mid Ps, we know that N(r) is connected (Theorem 13). Let n’ be a vertex of .N(r) 
such that N(w) is maximal for inclusion and let Y = A’( I‘) \, (w + Nt,cI ,( M.)). We have 
Y # fl, otherwise any w-clique containing 1: also contains 11’. which is impossible. Now, 
we shall show that M = e H(w). We know that VJ> E: Y N( J,) C N(w,) (Lemma 46). 
so if M\ I/( IV) # fl, the set ~i+N,v(,.)(u’) t. //(IV) induces a star disconnecting hil\,. /I( ~1’) 
and Y. Lastly, if Y is not connected then u~+t~+N\(, )(“I‘)+- /i(n,) induces a star-cutsct. 
a contradiction. 0 
Proof of Theorem 17. Let G be a minimal imperfect Berge graph and let l’ t I’(G) 
(which is not Mid Ps). We define M’ E jY(r) and A4 = -/i(w) as in Theorem 14. 
I. Let Sr , &, . , S,,, be the partition of G - I’ in CO x-stable sets. We can suppose that 
II’ t SI and then S1 C N(c), moreover V/i, 2 <i < (!I IS, n N( [?)I 3 I (otherwise { r } I IS, 
would induce an (a + I )-stable set). So, 
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2. Let K1,1(2,. . . , K, be the partition of G - v in z o-cliques (we can suppose that 
w E KI ) and let S be an r-stable containing w (so S CN(v) and ‘!f’i, IS n K,I = 1). 
We can order vertices M+ , . . . , w, in S such that (Lemma 46) 
&(w, ) > J&(W2) 2 ” > .,H(w,) 
(we recall that JJ’(wi) =N(wi) n M). Now, suppose that there exist 3 o-cliques inter- 
secting N(v) only on the vertices of S (H 3 3); then &Y(w;, ) C &‘(wiz ) C &‘(wi, ) and 
&(wi, ) contains an (0 - 1)-clique. So wi, wi2, wizwi3 and wij wi, are 3 co-critical pairs 
inducing a cycle, which contradicts Theorem 6. Then there exist at most two w-cliques 
Ki and K, intersecting N(v) in only one vertex, so n(t)) 32(r ~ 1). 0 
Proof of Theorem 19. Let G be a C5-free partitionable graph and suppose that there 
exists a vertex v E V(G) (O not Int Ps) such that d(u) = 20 - 2. Let St,&,...,& 
be the partition of G - u in co x-stable sets. According to Theorem 14 we have a 
partition of G ~ v in N(v) and M = J@(W) (w E N(v)). First, we can remark that 
V’i ( 1 d id o) ISi n N( v)i 3 1 (otherwise, {v} U Si would induce an (2 + 1 )-stable set). 
Claim 1. There exist exactly xx-stable sets, jiom the partition S,, , S,,, intersecting 
N(v) in one (and only one) vertex. 
First, we prove that there exist at least a such x-stable sets. We recall that there 
exist at least one u-stable set S,+ such that S, C N(c), so there exist at most 20 ~ 2 
- (c( + w - 1) + 1 = o - M a-stable sets (including S,) intersecting N(v) in at least two 
vertices. 
Moreover, there exist at most x such x-stable sets because if ISi n N(v)1 = 1 {v} U 
(S, n A4) induces an cl-stable set and v belongs to exactly x x-stable sets. 
Now suppose that Si,. . , S, are such that IS, nN(v)l = 1 S,+, , , Sco_k are such that 
IsinN(v)j>2 (andSinM#8)andS~,,-k+l,...,S~,,CN(U)(k~ 1). 
Claim 2. If k32 then G E C,,,,. 
We have 
IN(v)1 3 kz + LX + 2(03 - k - LY), 
2(k - 1) > a(k - I). 
We know that k>l, so if k # 1 (that is if k>2) we have a<2 and so G E C*,,+l. 
From now on, we suppose that k = 1, we write A& = Si n M(v), N, = & n N(v) (for 
l<id~.-l)andNi={si}forl,<i<~~. 
Claim 3. The verticessi (1 <i da)areadjacent to all theother vertices in U, ~jfi~~O_, Nj. 
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Assume not; there exists a vertex x, E Nj (j # i and ,j # (1~) such that s,x, @ E. So. 
Lemma 48 implies that ‘da E M;, ‘db E M;, ab @ E. Moreover, since S, U S, induces 
a connected bipartite subgraph of G, there exists an induced path in S, U S, between 
x, and s,. Let P be such a path and let m, be one neighbour of “j on P. One can 
remark that. for every vertex b E M;, we have bs, + E (otherwise mix,~~s,h induces a 
PS that contains t’ as an internal vertex). But in this case. b has no neighbours in S,. 
a contradiction. 
Now, let K, be an (o-clique containing u and not s, ( 1 d i d r), we have K, 
- {I’} C N(r) (b ecause c E K,) so K, n S,,. = { \i.,} (because K, n S, = 01). we can 
remark that KI,S, @ E (otherwise, since s, is adjacent to all N(r) \ S,, we would obtain 
an ((!I + 1 )-clique) and that WJ, E E 1 6.j 6 X, j # i (because K, n ,S, # GI ). 
This remark can be restated as follow, Vi ( 1 < i < x) .s,M~ $4 E and yj f is, uvi t E. 
Let i be an integer such that us = VV,, since w is in J% -A-stable sets of G. there exists 
an z-stable set S (S # S,,.) containing M’; =I \V (so S C N( I’)). We have 5’ il K, = {w,}. 
so, if ~33 we have s; $ S (because s; is adjacent to all ,V( t’) \ {\v~} ).
Now, let Q = K, - +vi + s,, Q is an o-clique but S f7 Q = ti S,, n Q = 8 and S $ S,, , 
a contradiction. i! 
Proof of Theorem 20. Let G be a C5-free minimal imperfect graph and let ~1 t C’( G ) 
such that t‘ is not Mid Pg. Moreover, we suppose that NG( 2’) = K U S induces a split 
graph (where K is a maximal clique and S = {s, .s~, . . ,sIl} (p <xx) a stable set ). 
We know ([22]) that in a minimal imperfect Berge graph, if there exists a vertex 
whose neighbourhood induces a split graph, then N(c) = K L S has the following 
structure: 
l K induces an (w - I)-clique. 
l S induces a stable set with at least cu - 1 vertices, moreover, in S there exist (r> ~ I 
vertices sr (1 < i d o - 1) that are in one-to-one correspondence with vertices in K 
such that each vertex s, (1 <i < o ~~ 1) is adjacent to all vertices in K except to its 
corresponding vertex (which is denoted by ki). 
Moreover, in this theorem, since G is Cs-free, we know that there exists an r-stable 
set S,, C N(r) (cf. Theorem 14). 
First, we claim that if 034 then for every r-stable set S’ c N(t:) we have S’rK- vi. 
Indeed, assume that S’ n K # 0) (i.e. S’ f‘l K = {k}) then there exists i ( I <i 6~‘) -~- 1 ) 
such that k.s, $Z E but ‘Vj # i (1 <j 6 w - 1) ks, E E. Possibly S’ also contains some 
vertices in {s ,,,, s,,,+~~. . . ,sp} (p < 3). So, 
)S’l4{k}/ + l{sl}l + /{sm...,sp}( (p<x). 
(S’I G 1 + 1 + (p ~ (0 - I)), 
But IS’1 = 2, that is x d 3 + x - w, i.e. 01 d 3. 
Now, if U_I <3 then G E CT by Tucker’s Theorem [37]. So we can suppose that 
(r) 3 4, we know that vertex w is in x r-stable sets of G and that all these x-stable sets 
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are included in N(u). But Claim 3 implies that there exists at most one such cc-stable 
set in N(v) (if S is an a-stable set), a contradiction. 0 
Proof of Theorem 24. We will use a technique similar to that used for proving the 
theorem of Chvital and ErdGs [lo]. We suppose that G and H satisfy the hypothesis 
of the theorem. Since G is 2K2-free, for every minimal cutset C there exists a vertex 
v such that C = No(v). We denote by k(G) the connectivity of G, we have k(G) = 
min,,v(c$(v). We recall that !fu E V(G) d(v) 3 z + w - 1 (Theorem 17). 
Let x, y be two vertices in H and let HI = H - {x, y}. The subgraph G - HI is 
connected since k(G) = mind(v) 3 c( + w - 1; so, let us consider the longest path P 
between x and y in G -HI. Assume, by contradiction, that P does not contain all the 
vertices in G - HI and let Q be a connected component of G ~ (P + HI). There exist 
at least k(G) vertices in P + HI that have some neighbours in Q. Since IHlI d co - 2, 
there exist at least x + 1 such vertices in P (say VI, ~2,. . , v,+l when walking on P 
from x to y). 
Any two vertices v, and v, are not consecutive on P; otherwise one can extend the 
path P with some vertices in Q. Let v,? be the neighbour of u;, between vi and Ui+t on 
P. We claim that Vi, j (1 < i, j < M, i # ,j) viva +Z E, otherwise assume, for example, 
that i < j, then 
x,...,v;> q1,..., qp, uj!i,...,V+, VT,..., ?iil,...,.Y, 
where ql,..., qp are some vertices in Q(p 3 I), is a path longer than P. So v:, I$, . . . , vz 
induce an x-stable set of G, but since none of these vertices is adjacent to Q we obtain 
an (a + I)-stable set, a contradiction. 0 
Proof of Theorem 25. Let G be a Cs-free minimal imperfect MPs graph, let v E 
V(G) (v not Mid Ps ) and let K1, Kz, . . . , K, be the partition of G-v in a w-cliques. We 
recall that there exists w E N(v) such that A4 = J(w). For every integer i (1 <i < a) 
we have lKi n N( v)l > 1 (otherwise {w} U Ki would induce an (o + 1 )-clique) and 
IK, n Ml 3 1 (otherwise {v} U Ki would induce an (w + I)-clique). Let us consider an 
cc-stable set S containing w (so S C N(v)), we know that 
‘vx, y E N(v), xy $! E + A!‘(x) C A?‘(y) or J?‘(y) C: _/6?(x). 
So, we can order vertices WI,. . . , wl in S such that 
-H(w, ) > Jz(w2) > . . . > A(w,); 
in particular, this implies that w, is adjacent to all the vertices in =/&‘(wj) for j > i. 
Moreover since A4 is connected, there exists an edge xy with x t M n Ki and y E 
M \ K1, say y E Ki n M i 3 2. We write K, = Ki \ {wi}, then 
v,wcc,k,,w,-,,k,-l,...,Wi,~, \ {Y},y,~,~l \ {X},W,,~2,W2,...,~i-,,wi~~ 
is the required cycle. 0 
Let us now recall some definitions introduced by Maffray and Preissmann in [21]. Let 
G be a minimal imperfect Berge graph, let G”” be the graph with the same vertex set 
as G and whose edges are the co-critical pairs of G and let Vz be the set of vertices 
of G that belong to at least two co-critical pairs of G. We claim that V \ V? # f/l. 
Assume not, so there exists t12 E Vl and then by Theorem 6 the connected component 
of G”” containing ~‘2 induces a tree. Since 7.2 E V2, this tree contains some edges, so it 
must have a pendant vertex ct (i.e. a vertex of degree one in G”‘) and 1’1 @ 1’2. which 
contradicts V \ V, = Q). 
Lemma 49 (Maffray and Preissmann [2 11). Lrt I‘ t V \! VZ und let A4 = /i( IC) hc the 
.set of’ull non-neighhours qf c, then there cjsists N triwglc in M. 
Proof. Let L’ E V \ Vr, then there exists a triangle T in A4 (Lemma 49) and I.\c,T 
induces an FT. 
Proof of Theorem 28. We will show that a Ps-free minimal imperfect Herge graph 
must contain a Flo. Let G be a Ps-free minimal imperfect graph and assume that G is 
Fro-free. Let c t V \ V2 and let Sr, . . . . S,,, be the partition of G ~ 1% in (11 x-stable sets. 
We will write N, =Si nN(c) A& =S, n .A4 and A4 ~ r23 -MI UM~ U Mj. Lemma 49 implies 
that there exist at least one triangle T included in A4 (say T C Mrl3) and Lemma 4X 
implies that Nr, N2 and Ns induce a complete tri-partite subgraph. 
First we will study the structure of the subgraph induced by Sr U S2 CJ Sj. Let II, be 
any vertex of N, (i= 1,2,3) and {Q} = TflA4, (i= 1,2.3). 
We know (Lemma 47) that St U .‘$ induces a connected (and P5-free) bipartite 
subgraph so t1lt2 E E or n2tl E E. First suppose that nltl t E, then nit? @ E (otherwise 
vnztk t3t2 induces an Flo). 
Now, let us consider the bipartite graph induced by Sr US; V-Y E N3 we have .rtJ t E 
or nltj t E and since nzt3 +Z E one has Y.x E N3. xt? t E and Yx t N:. xt 1 3 F 
(otherwise rxtl tzt3 induces an Flo). 
Then, consider Sr U &, we have YJ’ E: Nr, Jtt3 C- E (or n3tl g E which is not 
possible) and Yy E NI, yt2 g! E (otherwise nytzt3tl would induce an F,(l). 
Lastly, reconsider Sr U SZ, we have E E Nz_ ztl E E (or nit-, E E which is not 
possible) and Yz t N2, zt3 $ E (otherwise cztltit? would induce an Fl,, 1. We can 
remark that we obtain the same structure if we choose nl t2 E E instead of rlltl i E. 
Suppose that u E Mt*s is not in a triangle of 1Mr23; we know that there exist 
ow-cliques in G containing u, let K be such an c+clique. We can suppose that LI E 
K nA41, so K n Nl = 0, moreover K n N2 # 8 or K? Nj # vi (because K cannot intersect 
both Ml and M3). Let T,, = { m{ ,mk, mi} be a triangle of Ml21 (Lemma 49). _ 
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First suppose that there exists n2 E N2 such that un2 E E. We cannot have both 
urni @ E and urn; @ E (otherwise un~nlrn$m~ induces a P5 ): 
l if urni E E then urni $! E ( otherwise u would be in a triangle {u,mi,mi}) and 
umimjnlv induces a Ps; 
l if urni E E then urni # E and vn2um~m~ induces a Ps. 
So, there exists n3 E N3 such that un3 E E (and un2 @’ E, Ynz E N2). Remark that if 
urni # E then un3n2rn{m; induces a Ps whereas if urn; E E un3n2m{mi nduces a Cs, 
a contradiction. 
Claim 5. Let K be an w-clique of G, if K n Ml23 # 8 then K intersect Ml23 in a 
triangle. 
Indeed, let u E K n A4123, by Claim 4, u is in a triangle T, of M123, we will show 
thatKn(N,LJN2UNj)=0. WecansupposethatuEMinT, (sayTU={u,uz,u3}) 
then K n N1 = 0 and since u E T, either there exist no edge between u and N2 or 
there exist no edge between u and N3 (say between u and N3, so K n N, = 0). Let 
b E K n h43 and suppose that K f~ N2 # 0 (say n2 E K n IQ), since nzb E E we have 
ulb #E (otherwise vnzubu2 would induce an FIO) but then u3u2n3n2b induces a P5, a 
contradiction. 
Claim 6. There exists an a-stable set S, (p # 1,2,3) such that S, n N(u) # 0 and 
S,fIM#@ 
Indeed, suppose that M = Ml 23 and let us consider K, , . . . , K, the partition of G - v 
in E o-cliques; we know that Vi, 1 d i ,< r Kj n N(v) # 8 and Kj n M # 0. So, Claim 
5 implies that ‘di, IKinMI =3 (because M=M123), then IMI =3a. But we suppose that 
M=Ml23 and we know that ‘di, N, # 0 which implies that IMI <3a-3, a contradiction. 
Now, let Se be an cc-stable set such that there exists a vertex in I’& which is adjacent 
to at least one vertex in Ml23 (such an cc-stable set exists because M is connected and 
by Claim 6). 
Claim 7. No vertex in M4 is adjacent to 3 vertices inducing a triangle in M123. 
Assume not; let us consider the connected bipartite subgraph induced by S3 U S, 
(remark that Nr U Nz U N3 U N4 induces a complete multi-partite graph by Lemma 48). 
Let ~14 E N4 and m4 E M4 such that there exists a triangle Ti23 C NM,2,(m4) (say 
T123 = {ml,m2,m3}). We have rn3n4 E E (or n3rn4 E E but in this case, vn3m2m4m3 
induces a Flo), we also have n2rn4 E E (consider S2 U Sd). Now let us consider the 
triangle included in Ml U M3 U M4 and the bipartite subgraph induced by Si U S4. We 
have nlrn4 E E or n4rn1 E E but in both cases we obtain an induced Flo. 
Claim 8. No vertex m4 in M4 is adjacent to exactly one vertex of a triangle 
{ml,fn27m3} in Ml23. 
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Assume not and suppose that rn3rnd E E then rn4n3 E E (otherwise vertices mAm3rn:njr 
induces a Pi) and rn4n2 E E (otherwise m4m3mlnln3 induces a C,) but then nzirn4n:n;r 
induces a FIN. 
We can now end the proof, let TI = { ml.m2,m3} be a triangle in A4123 such that there 
exists a vertex m4 t A44 adjacent to exactly two vertices (say ml and m3) of TI (such 
a triangle exists by the choice of S, and Claims 4, 7 and 8) and let Tz = {m2,m~,ma}. 
Let K be an ro-clique containing u=mz E Tl n Tz, Claim 5 implies that 1 K f1Mlz3’ =3 
(say K n A4123 = TK), so K n kL, = 8 (Claim 7). But K must intersect each r-stable 
set, then K n Nb # Cn. Let n4 E K n N4, since m_ 7 t T,- and rn?m4 E E. there exists 
t t 7’~ (t # rnz) such that tm4 E E (Claim 8) and then z’ndm?tmJ induces an Flo. a 
contradiction. 17 
Proof of Theorem 30. We will prove a stronger statement. 
Proof. Our proof is similar to that used in [ 181 to short prove a result of Olariu 1281. 
We consider a Berge graph G such that neither G induces a bipartite graph, nor G 
contains a star-cutset and we will show that there must exist a Ps or an Fl2. 
Since G is a Berge graph and ?? does not induce a bipartite graph, WC know that 
there exists a stable set of size three in G (say {u,.u~.u~}). Let Y = V -- (N~;(u~ ) 1-8 
NG(Q) c! (~1, ul} ); note that Y # 0) because the vertex 213 belongs to one connected 
component Y’ of Y. Let A (resp. B) be the subset of vertices in Nc;(ul ) (resp. N(;(u~ )) 
that are adjacent to at least one vertex in Y’. 
Claim 9. A’ = A - N(u~ ) and B’ = B - N ( UI ) NW not empty. 
Otherwise {ZQ} U N(u~) would induce a star disconnecting 241 and Y’ in G, a con- 
tradiction. 
Claim 10. V’a t A’, V’h E B’, ah E E. 
Otherwise, let P be a shortest path between a and h such that all interior vertices 
of P are in Y’ (at least one); then ~1 PUN induces a Ps, a contradiction. 
Claim II. Vu E A’, V.r E A’ n B’, ax E E. 
Otherwise, let P be a shortest path between x and N such that all interior vertices 
of P are in Y’. 
l If P is of length 2 then let t be the only vertex of P in Y’. U~XU~ tn induces an FL?. 
a contradiction. 
l If P is of length at least 3, let P be nti P’t?a (with IP’I 30) then tImlot induces a 
Ps or a Cg, a contradiction. 
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Claim 12. %~~,a~ E A’, al # ~2, ~~142 E E. 
Otherwise, let a1,a2 E A’ such that ~1~2 # E and let 6’ E B’ # B (Claim 9) then 
u2b’aIa2ul induces an Fr2, a contradiction. 
Now let a’ E A’, by Claims 10, 11 and 12, we know that a’ is adjacent to all the 
other vertices in A U B (since A U B n (N(ul) flN(u2)) = A n B) and so A U B induces 
a star disconnecting ~1 and Y’, a contradiction. 0 
Proof of Theorem 32. The first part of this proof is similar to that used in [18]. Let 
G be a (PS,Fth)-free minimal imperfect Berge graph, we may assume that ?? contains 
a diamond D [38] and that neither G = (V,E) nor ?? contains a star-cutset. 
Let ~1, ~2, us, u4 be the vertices of D such that usu4 is the only edge of 0. Let 
Y=V-(M4)U~c(~2)U{ ul,u2}), note that Y # 0 because the edge 2~2~4 belongs to 
one connected component Y’ of Y. Let A (resp. B) be the subset of vertices in No(ur ) 
(resp. No(u2)) that are adjacent to at least one vertex in Y’. 
Let us consider the vertex UI, since G is Ps-free one has a partition of G - UI as 
in Theorem 14. In particular, there exists a vertex w E N(ur ) such that A4 = I&‘(w) 
(where A4 = V(G) \ ((~1) UN(ul))). It is easy to see that w must be in A n B (since 
w is adjacent to both vertex 242 and subset Y’) but then, U~WU~U~U~ induces an F14, a 
contradiction. 0 
Proof of Theorem 33. Let G be a Ps-free minimal imperfect Berge graph and suppose 
that G is (Ks - e)-free. Let u be a vertex of maximum degree in G, we know that 
G - v has a (unique) partition in c( o-cliques. Let K be any o-clique of this partition 
(we recall that G has the structure described in Theorem 14). 
l K is not in N(v), otherwise K + v would induce an (Q + I)-clique. 
l K is not in A4 = A&‘(W), otherwise K + w would induce an (o + I)-clique. 
If ]K n N(V)] 3 3, since K n M # 0 there exist x E M n K and three vertices a, b 
and c in N(v) n K n N(x) such that {~,a, 6, c,x} induces a KS - e, a contradiction. 
So, IK n N(v)/ d 2 and 1K f’A4 3 o - 2. Let Kl,K2,. , K, be the a o-cliques of 
the partition of G - v. We have 
Ifi (1 <i<x) lKinM(v)l 62 and lK;nM] 3w-2. 
So, d(v) d 2a and d(w)3cc(o - 2) + 1. Since v is a vertex of maximum degree, we 
must have 
c((o - 4) + 1 GO. 
But w 2 4 by Tucker’s theorem [37], a contradiction. 0 
Proof of Theorem 34. Let G be a A4P5 minimal imperfect Berge graph. Let v be a 
vertex of G (v not Mid P.j ) and let w and A4 = J(w) be as in Theorem 14. 
Let us consider an 8y-stable set S containing M , so S c N(u) and Lemma 46 enables 
us to order vertices in S such that, for 1 < i, j < :! 
i’(s,) =:. N(.s,) iff i 3 j 
since N(r) is a minimal cutset, we have N(s~) # G1, then for t t /l(.s, ) the subset 
{c. t} u S induces a KI.~. 0 
Proof of Theorem 37. Let G be a minimal imperfect IP5 Berge graph; let 1’ be a 
vertex such that r is not Int P5 and let SI, &, S;. & be the partition of G -~ I’ in 
(11 x-stable sets (we can suppose that 0,>,4 by Tucker’s theorem). 
We know that there exists at least one r-stable set S1 included in N( L‘) (see Theorem 
14) moreover. since A4 is connected, there exist at least two r-stable sets S, and S, 
such that S, n N( P) # 8 and S, n M # v). So, we have to study the following two cases: 
CUSP I. S, n M # 8 (i = 2,3,4): Since A4 is connected, one can suppose that there 
exist an edge between S, n A4 and & n M and an edge between S, n M and Sd r‘i Al 
(with a relabeling of the stable sets, if necessary). Let N, = S, rl N(r), by Lemma 4X 
we know that N2 U N3 and Nj U N4 induce a complete bipartite graph. Even if there 
is no edges between S2 II A4 and & n M, we know that there exists at least one edge 
between N2 and N4 (because & U Sb is connected). 
1 I Tl~rr exist ut lust tuv rdps SJ’ WU~ x’y’ het\vrrn N? md N4 (possihl~~ .I---.t-’ or 
L’= v’). These two edges together with a vertex in N3 induce at least two distinct . , 
triangles in N(o) and these two triangles together with L’ induce two 4-cliques 
not intersecting S1, a contradiction. 
I .2. Tlzc~ exists only one edge xy betuxm NI lrnll .&‘A. First. we can remark that, in 
this case, we have 1 N2 I= 1 NJ I= I because & U& must induce a connected bipartite 
graph and there is no edge between & n M and S’d n M. Moreover, ~Nij = I. 
otherwise there exist two triangles in N(c) not intersecting SI, a contradiction. 
Therefore, in this case, N(u) induces a split graph which contradicts Theorem 20. 
Crrsr 2. S, c N(c) (i= 1,2) and Sj f~ M f 8 (,i == 3,4): Since the vertex I‘ is in four 
4-cliques, there exist 4 triangles in N(P) and NJ U N4 is a transversal of these triangles 
(because N(V)- NjUNd = SI US2 induces a bipartite graph). Moreover, it is a minimum 
transversal, indeed suppose that T induces a transversal such that ITI < I,%‘> C.!Vql, then 
N(r) - T is bipartite and contains at least 2a + I vertices, therefore, we can find an 
(2 + I )-stable set, a contradiction. These four triangles included in N(Y) are 
where si, s:, .sy, s:” (resp. ni, ni, ny, ny’) are some vertices in S, (resp. N,). Since Nj ‘J NJ 
is a minimum transversal of these 4 triangles, we have IN3 U Nd 1 < 4 and we know that 
IN3 U N41 >2 (otherwise, & + c or & t I‘ would induce an (x + I )-stable set). So. we 
have only three cases to study: 
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2.1. IN3 U N4) = 4. Since N3 U N4 is a minimum transversal of the four triangles, they 
are vertex-disjoints and then IN3 1 3 3 IN41 3 3, so IN3 U N41 3 6, a contradiction. 
2.2. IN3 U N41 = 3. We can suppose, w.l.o.g., that JNsl = 2 and IN41 = 1 (say N4 = 
{nd} ), then the three triangles intersecting NJ contain n4 and, therefore, the vertex 
n4 together with any vertex in the triangle not intersecting N4 would induce a 
transversal smaller than Ns U N4, a contradiction. 
2.3. IN, U N4 I = 2. Let Ns = ( p} and N4 = {q} and remark that op and uq are two 
critical edges. Now, let us consider a K4 containing p and not L’, this K4 must 
intersect St, S2 in n, 0 and S4 in a vertex q’. Let us remark that q # q’ (otherwise 
w = 5) and then q’u is a co-critical pair. By considering a K4 that contains q 
and not z:, we can find a vertex p’ E & fl A4 that form a co-critical pair with V. 
But {u, p, q, p’, q’} induces a configuration which contradicts Theorem 7. 0 
Proof of Theorem 39. Let G be a minimal imperfect IPs Berge graph, let v be a 
vertex which is not Int Ps and let K1, . . , K, be the partition of G - v in x w-cliques. 
Suppose that there exists an integer i (1 < i < CC) such that /Ki n N(v)1 = 1, then 
o(M)= u - 1. Let us consider St,..., 5’,, the partition of G - v in o cc-stable sets, 
suppose that w E St; then Vii (2 < i< w) AJi = SinM # 0 (because o(M) = CD- 1). SO 
Nz,. . . ,N,, (where Ni = S; n N(v)) induce a complete multi-partite graph (Lemma 48), 
then V’i (2 d i d o) INil = 1 (because there exists exactly one o-clique not intersecting 
Si) and then N(v) induces a split graph, a contradiction (Theorem 20). So, we have 
vi, /K, n N(v)1 3 2. 
If there exists an integer i such that IKi n Ml > 2 then we obtain a F4 (since 
IKi n N(u)1 3 2X a contradiction. So we can suppose that V’i, IKi nA4 = 1. An a-stable 
set containing u must intersect M in Y - 1 vertices, then, since A4 is connected, we 
obtain that M is isomorphic to KI,%_ 1. But, there exists 0: cc-stable sets containing V, a 
contradiction. 0 
Proof of Theorem 41. Let G be a Ps-free minimal imperfect Berge graph, let 2: 6 VI 
(i.e. a vertex that belongs to at most one co-critical pair of G) and let K,, . . ,K, be 
the partition of G - v in z w-cliques. We know that V’i ( 1 d i d ‘M) Ki n N(v) # 0 and 
K, fl M # 0. Let S be an x-stable set containing w (so S C N(v) and V’i IS n Ki/ = 1). 
We can order vertices wt,. . . , w, in S such that 
Moreover, since v +Z Vz, there exists at most one integer i such that /K, n MI = 1. So, 
at least one of ~Z’(w,_i ) and JZ(wl) contains an edge which will form a complete 
join with {w~,...,vv--I). 0 
Proof of Theorem 44. Let G be a minimal imperfect Berge graph with no induced 
F6, let v be a vertex of G which is not Mid Ps and let Kl,. . . , K, be the partition 
of G - zj in SI co-cliques. Let w E N(c) and M = J%‘(W) be as in Theorem 14. We 
know that all a-stable sets containing w are included in N(u) and that w belongs to 
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exactly r r-stable sets pairwise differents in at least one vertex. Moreover such an 
x-stable set contains one (and exactly one) vertex from each K, (1 d i < x) and two 
differents a-stable sets must differ from at least one vertex. So, since r > 2. there exists 
an integer i (1 < i < cc) such that lKi il A4 3 1 and w is not adjacent to an edge P in 
K, n N(c). Then II E K; nM,w and 2; together with e induce an F(,. a contradiction. : 
Proof of Theorem 45. Let G be a Ps-free minimal imperfect Berge graph and suppose 
that G is Fj-free. Let 2: be a vertex of maximum degree, let SI, . . S,,, be the partition 
of G - ~1 in UJ x-stable sets, and suppose that w t S,. 
Since SI U S, induces a Ps-free connected subgraph (Lemma 47) we can order 
vertices s’ ,,L ?, . . ,si in SI (resp. .s~,s~, . ..s’, in SZ) in such a way that Y’ 
(resp. Ns, (~2) C Ns, (ss)) whenever i B j. Note that N( 1%) contains no C, and let N, -_ 
S, f’ N(P) for 2<idw (possibly N, =S,). 
We claim that V’i (2 < i < o) IN,1 < 2. Otherwise, suppose that there exists an inte- 
ger i such that IN;1 3 3 (say i=2), and suppose that N?={ ~2, ,szz.. ,. ,I 92,,}c{s~,.s;. ,s;, 
(with Ns, (.Y:, ) > Ns,(&) 2. > Ns, (sz,,)) and that N.y, (N>) = {.~f,~, ,.s~~~,. s/~~,,}. We 
have ~2, sbl, E E but, since N(c) is &-free, we cannot have any edge .si,.sd, be- 
tween NZ and Ns,(N2) with n, # nl and m, # ml. Then. as soon as $V:l>3. the 
subset (SI \ {.$,,, I) U (N2 \ {$}) d m uces a stable set containing at least x I- 1 vertices. 
Therefore V’i > 2, we must have INil < 2. 
Moreover. if Si,S, (i,j>,2) are two x-stable sets satisfying 3~2, E S, (1 M. Irin?, F 
S, n M such that m;mi E E then IN,1 = I or lN,( =- I since there exists a complete join 
between N, and N, (Lemma 48). 
We now claim that there exist at least two integers i and j such that IN, 1 = IN, 1 = I, 
Otherwise, suppose that there exists only one integer i such that IN;/ = I, the preceding 
fact implies that V.j, ‘dk, (2 < j, k d c~I), with j # i and k # i there exists no edge 
between M, and Mk. So, as soon as we have 3 such r-stable sets (i.e. as soon as 
to 3 5) one must have 3(r - 2) < 2, that is x < 3, a contradiction. This implies that 
there exist at least two integers i and .j such that l/V, / = i;V, ~ = 1. So 
u’(t.1 G IS,/ + c INpI + INil + IN/ 
pii. i
< x+2(w-3)+2 
and 
‘(E’) 3 C IS, \ N,l + ISi \ A’1 + ISj \ N/1 + 1 
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Since the vertex v has been chosen of maximum degree, we 
that is 4((0 - 2) - 1 3a(co - 2) and since 033 we obtain 
1 
‘CX64_ ~ 
o-2 
i.e. a<3 
a contradiction. 0 
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